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INTRODUCTION
This product adopts the most advanced filtration system, which has no loss of suction
and dust, and the effect of multilevel filtering is superior to the traditional filtering system.
Dust collection efficiency is lasting and stability when using.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
Your vacuum cleaner is an electric appliance, it must be carried out in normal using
conditions, don't let a vacuum cleaner use alone without people.
Strictly prohibit suction in the following objects, otherwise it may damage the vacuum
cleaner or cause fire, or cause personal injury accident, etc.
Hot objects, such as carbon head butt.
Large margin sharp debris such as glass.
Harmful items (solvent, etch) erosion agent (acid agent, cleaning agent) and liquid such
as water.
The inflammable and explosive articles, such as gasoline, alcohol products.
Clean maintenance or temporary don’t use the vacuum cleaner, we must cut off power
supply.
Avoid strongly pull or folded hose, otherwise it is easy to deformation or damage
Check the vacuum cleaner voltage must be consistent with the power supply voltage
Vacuum cleaner power cord, don't make it through the sharp objects, so as not to damage
the power cord.
Avoid by all means will be cleaner water, avoid close to heating appliances or exposure
to avoid fire.
Do not pull the power cord mobile cleaner, refrain from construction and decoration of
garbage.
Do not let children play with, or operating a vacuum cleaner, in order to avoid accidents
Not according to the dust in the process of handling barrels button in case it falls off
injured

The following conditions please don't use a vacuum cleaner:
1. Drop and apparent damage or abnormal operation
2. The power cord damage
In this case, please don't open the machine, contact customer service to send designated
maintenance in maintenance
Avoid in suction block long running, so as not to damage the vacuum cleaner
This product adopts the power line and motor type Y connection, so if the power cord
damage, must use professional equipment to replace, so must send specified maintenance
station with special power cord replacement.
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SAVE THIS INSTRUCTIONS!
THE UNIT IS INTENDED FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY, ITS COMMERCIAL USAGE AND
USAGE IN PRODUCTION AREAS AND WORK SPACES IS PROHIBITED.

FEATURES
• 5m power cord
• Dust capacity 2.5L
• Multi-Cyclone structure
• Big wheel with soft rubber for protection
• Handle for easy carrying
• One touch dust release function
• Washable dust tank, easy for cleaning
• Sponge filter
• AC230V, 50Hz
• Power: 2200W

PARTS DESCRIPTION
1. Floor brush, 2. Brush switch pedal, 3. Extension tube, 4. Big bend, 5. Handle for
extension tube, 6. Hose, 7. Dust tank, 8. Hose inlet, 9. Handle for vacuum cleaner,
10. Dust tank release button, 11. On/off button, 12. Air outlet, 13. Cord rewinder button
14. Speed control button, 15. Power cord, 16. Attachment slots

Install and take out about dust tank
1. The mobile dust cup handle, let the dust cup bottom cover on the fuselage on a fixed
position, put down the dust cup, hard pressed, heard "cut", dust cup lock.

2. To remove the dust cup, hold the dust cup handle, press the dust cup release button,
the dust cup is put forward.

3. The dust cup handle is carrying handle of the machine, can be directly to handle to
handle.
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Attention: In the process of handling the machine may not be pushing the dust cup lock,
in case the machine is out off and being injured.

Hose install
1. Install the hose, please on the dust bucket inlet insert to the end, main straws, clockwise
until then pull the hose confirm whether to lock up

2. When remove the hose, please use the hand grip on the suction head counterclockwise,
then along the direction of pull hose

3. The other end of the hose tube handle can be directly inserted into the takeover with
convenient use and various accessories.

Connect hose install
1. To take over the connection at the end of the handle, at the other end connected to
brush connection or other accessories.

Main brush

1. When  clean the hard floor (such as ceramic tile, wood flooring, laminate flooring and
linoleum floor), please switch pedal to brush, make out from the bottom of the brush,
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in order to prevent scratching the floor (figure 1)
2. When clean carpet, pedal switch, please make the brush bar hidden (figure. 2)
3. To brush a joint, can be directly hung on the rear of the fuselage brush to hang on the
shelf.

Crevice nozzle
1. Crevice nozzle is suitable for absorbing dust from furniture and corner of small aperture
place, it can connect directly to the handle or take over a hose.

Dust tank cleaning
1. Close the vacuum cleaner power, unplug the power plug.
2. Holding the handle and press release button , then lift dust cup, which can take out
the dust barrel.

3. When you found the dust is full in the inside of the cup, you should immediately clean
up the dust barrel, avoid dust inhaled too much to damage the product, according to the
graphic, you should gently press the dust cup lid lock, it can open the dust cup bottom
lid and pour out the garbage. Dust filtration system is composed of plastic materials, it
can be repeatedly washing with water directly.
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4. Close the dust bottom cover

Basic operation
1. To pull the power cord from the back of the vacuum cleaner, and insert the plug into
the socket (according to your need to pull out the power lines, but no more than the
power cord in red and yellow mark.

2. Press or down the switch with foot on the body cap, it can be started.

3.  According to the different cleaning objects to choose different cleaning brushes to
clean.
4. Under cleaning process, you can adjust through the hose on the handle of the suction
of the air volume adjustment slider, also can adjust suction size by rotate the speed
control function. (" MIN ", "-" logo for the small suction, "MAX", "+" identified as suction)

Tip: For the dirty carpet and floor, use big suction
The article such as for curtain, antependium, use small suction
Avoid inhalation of large objects, so as to avoid blockage duct

If you want to stop using, then you should press again the switch button on the body.
Make the vacuum cleaner stop, and then pull out the power plug, press the line according
to the cap, take back the power cord. Make the brush hang on the shelf in the rear of the
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fuselage, collect all the attachments.

Cleaning Filter System
You will make the filtration system clean up after every using, cleaning up by following
steps.
Close the vacuum cleaner power, unplug the power plug.

Holding the handle, press the dust cup release button, mention the dust cup, and you
can take out of the dust cup.

Make the dust cup bottom cover vertical to the trash can, gently outward the dust cup
bottom lock, gently pour out dust inside of the cup by stir the dust cup bottom cover.

1. Close the dust bottom cover.
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2. Open the top dust tank cover and take out the round heap, cleaning the round heap
by water. In order to ensure the heap can use again, you must use it after the heap
cleaned to dry.

3. Hold the dust cup, rotating the dust cover in anti-clockwise direction, make the dust
barrel printing mark and lock mark in the same place, remove the dust barrel cover,
cleaning by water, take out the secondary filter and the first filter  in the dust tank to
clean.

Install the dust barrel cover: Clockwise on the dust barrel cover and make the dust
barrel cover printing aimed at blocking marking

Cleaning the Out-let filter
1. Close the power of vacuum cleaner
2. Buckle to the out-let board with finger, counterclockwise and then take out out-let
board, press the out-let hepa and then take out the out-let hepa.

3. Take out the out-let Hepa and wash it by water.
4. In order to ensure the Hepa can be normally used, still the cleaned Hepa dry then you
can use it again.



Cleaning the body of the vacuum cleaner
a) All of the daily maintenance and maintenance work should be carried out after the
vacuum cleaner power plug pulled out.
b) Always clean up garbage of dust tank, in order to avoid vacuum cleaners fail
c) Vacuum surface can't scrub with gas or oil synthesis, application of water or neutral
detergent scrub, scrub clean cloth must twist dry, don’t make water seeping into the
vacuum electrical components.

Store
1. Close the vacuum power supply, unplug the power plug
2. Press the cord rewinder button to make the power cord back into vacuum cleaner.
3. Insert the attachment into the end of the brush of the vacuum cleaner body.
4. Can also take over the hose and the connect hose to store alone, and Vacuum cleaner
cannot be inverted store

RECYCLING
For environment protection do not throw out the unit and the batteries with usual
household waste after its service life expiration; apply to the specialized center for further
recycling. The waste generated during the disposal of the unit is subject to mandatory
collection and consequent disposal in the prescribed manner.
For further information about recycling of this product apply to a local municipal
administration, a disposal service or to the shop where you purchased this product.

Guarantee
Details regarding guarantee conditions can be obtained from the dealer from whom the
appliance was purchased. The bill of sale or receipt must be produced when making any
claim under the terms of this guarantee.
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